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1 IntroductionIn many multi-media applications, long messagesare to be transmitted in real-time across multiple net-work links. A message is not sent as one unit, butbroken into small packets that are sent through themedium. Bit corruption may occur in packets due totransmission, but these can be handled on a link-by-link basis using error correcting techniques. Thus, wecan assume that packets are indivisible units that ar-rive intact if they arrive at all. Once the packets aresent, some of the packets may arrive promptly, but ar-bitrary subsets of packets may be lost or delayed be-yond the point of usefulness due to global conditionsin the network such as congestion, bu�er overows andother causes. We hereafter call media with this prop-erty lossy media. At some point in time, the receivercannot wait for packets any longer and must recoveras much of the original message as possible from thepackets received.It seems highly plausible that packet loss as de-scribed will be an ordinary phenomena for reasonablypriced networks that connect millions of users spreadaround the world simultaneously running a multitudeof high bandwidth real-time applications. Further-more, packet losses will not be spread uniformly overthe network, but may vary between di�erent sites andmay uctuate over time. Thus, it could be arguedthat, analogous to noise being the nemesis of analogcommunication, and error being the nemesis of digi-tal communication, loss will be the nemesis of packet-based wide-area real-time communication.This paper proposes a general and exible methodto cope with packet loss, which we call Priority Encod-ing Transmission (PET). The user partitions the mes-sage into segments and assigns each segment a priority.Based on their priority, the segments are encoded intoa set of packets. The priority of a segment speci�esthe minimumnumber of packets su�cient to decode it.The system guarantees that a segment can be decodedfrom any subset of packets as long as the number ofpackets in the subset is at least equal to the segmentpriority.In the networking community encoding systems



which allow recovery of the message from only a sub-set of packets of the encoding have been proposed, forexample a system based on Reed-Solomon-code wassuggested by [8, McAuley] and empirically evaluatedby [4, Biersack]. A similar encoding system has beenproposed by [9, Rabin]. He uses essentially the samecoding techniques that are used in this paper. How-ever, these systems allow only one priority level for theentire message.[10, Shacham] also suggests methods for sendingprioritized messages over networks. However, thosemethods require computation of channel capacitiesfrom the sender to each receiver, which may be im-practical for very large networks with capacities thatvary quickly because of congestion. Furthermore, thiswork does not handle packet losses.Section 2 describes potential applications of thePET system to transmit multicast video images overheterogeneous networks, to encode IP packets for therecovery of the header and control information froma partial delivery of ATM cells, and to increase thequality of service (only the packet loss) provided bythe network layer to an application.Section 3 gives a formal de�nition of PET systemsand it describes properties for deterministic and prob-abilistic models. A deterministic PET system is de-scribed in Section 4, and a probabilistic system is de-scribed Section 5. Section 6 de�nes a geometric mea-sure of information and gives an information-theoreticproof that the rate of any PET system is at most 1.2 ApplicationsPriority Encoding Transmission is a new methodfor sending information messages through a lossytransmission system to multiple receivers. Depend-ing on processing power, each receiver decodes themost important information from partially receivedmessages.Present networks use multiple window protocolsto retransmit missing information for communicatingwith multiple receivers. Consequently, the informa-tion rate is determined by the worst case receiver. Fu-ture information highways will provide an ever widerrange of performance due to the proliferation of widearea networks and broadband technology. Informationfrom a sender must be received by all users participat-ing in the multicast session. Furthermore, each usershould be free to select among the available transportservices and receiving stations.Senders specify how to assign priority levels to in-formation objects, applications arrange the objects

inside information blocks, and the di�erent objectswithin a block are encoded to produce the multiplepackets to be transmitted over the unreliable media.Depending on the number (or percentage) of receivedsegments within the block, a number of objects aredecoded by their priority level.PET systems techniques can be used in several ofthe network layers of the protocol architecture. Thissection describes two possible applications: multicast-ing of video images over heterogeneous networks, andassembly layers in ATM networks.2.1 Video multicasting over heteroge-neous networksHigh quality images may consist of as much as 96Mbits per image, and imagesmay be sent at the rate of30 per second. If some of the packets containing theimage are delayed or lost, the receiver cannot delaydisplaying the video image. An unfavorable schemewould be to physically partition the image into smallregions and place in each packet the information abouta single region. The resulting displayed image couldbe displeasing, consisting of a patchwork of high reso-lution regions corresponding to received packets inter-mixed with blank regions corresponding to lost pack-ets.Using JPEG or MPEG, a discrete cosine transformcan be applied to a video image to produce what ishereafter called a message [11, Wallace], [6, Le Gall].Besides allowing a highly compressed representationof the image, this message has a nice property. Con-sider ordering the information in the message so thatthe lowest frequency coe�cients come �rst followedby successively higher frequency coe�cients. The niceproperty is that the quality of the image that can bereconstructed from a pre�x of this ordered message im-proves gracefully as a function of the length of the pre-�x. A PET system can be used to send this real-timeprioritized information over a media that sometimesloses and/or inordinately delays delivery of packets.2.2 Assembly layers in ATM networksBroadband communication systems using ATM(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) techniques can carryIP (Internetwork Protocol) packets. We propose theencoding of multimedia applications using IP packetsto guarantee the delivery of highest-priority data orthe timely recovery of real-time data when IP packetsare lost. Voice, data, and video can be coded into thesame message with di�erent priorities to guarantee aquality of service (packet loss only) required by eachmedia in the message. Another possible application is



in the ATM adaptation layer to encode IP packets intoATM cells in such a way that the IP packet headersand other control information in the packet are recov-ered with higher priority when ATM cells are lost. Inboth cases, PET can be used to recover either missingpackets or cells.3 De�nitions of PET systemsWe assume information is transmitted over amedium in units of packets of bits. The medium islossy, i.e., transmitted packets may get lost. It is as-sumed that either a packet is completely received or iscompletely lost. There is no assumption made aboutwhich packets are received or lost, i.e., no guaranteeis given that certain packets make it to the receiver ordo not make it to the receiver. The packets may alsoarrive in any order.Convention: Throughout this paper we assume thateach packet has a unique identi�er, that distinguishesit from the remaining packets. The number of bitsnecessary to write down this identi�er is not includedin the packet size.This convention is justi�ed by the fact that includ-ing a unique identi�er into a packet does not requirea lot of bandwidth.If a message M is to be transmitted over a lossymedium the goal is to encode the message M into acode E(M ) which is then sent to the receiver. The en-coding is such that the receiver is able to recover partsof the original message without receiving the entire en-coded message. Moreover, the sender should be ableto assign di�erent priorities to di�erent pieces of themessage and the receiver should be able to recover thepieces of the message in order.3.1 De�nition of a deterministic PET sys-temLet M be a message of length m to be sent over alossy network.De�nition 3.1 (PET system) A PET system withmessage length m, packet size `, n packets, and encod-ing length e = n` consists of the following:(i) An encoding function E that maps a message Mof length m onto an encoding E(M ) consisting ofn packets, i.e. n` bits.

(ii) A decoding function D that maps a set of at mostn packets onto a bit string of length m.(iii) A priority function � that maps [1::m] to integralmultiples of `.The guarantee of the system is that, for all messagesM of length m and for all i 2 [1::m] D decodes the ithbit of the message from any subset of packets of theencoding E(M ) that contain in total at least �i bits.Throughout this paper we assume without loss of gen-erality that the priority function is monotonically in-creasing, i.e., �1 � �2 � � � � � �m. Thus, �i can alsobe thought of as the number of bits needed to recoverthe �rst i bits of the message. The values of � aregiven in terms of multiples of `; since it is assumedthat only complete packets of bits are acquired.An important information-theoretical measure fora PET system is how much information each bit inthe encoding contains about the message.De�nition 3.2 (Rate of a priority function anda PET system) For a function � mapping [1::m] tothe natural numbers, the rate of � israte� = Xi2[1::m] 1=�i:The rate of a PET system is the rate of its priorityfunction.Intuitively, in a PET system with priority function�; each �i bits of the encoding must determine thei-th message bit Mi. Hence on average each en-coding bit contains 1=�i bits \about" Mi. There-fore, on average each bit of the encoding containsrate� = Pi2[1::m] 1=�i bits in total \about" the mes-sage. However, a single bit can contain at most onebit of information. Hence, it is reasonable to ex-pect that such a system is possible only if rate� � 1,and we prove this to be the case in Section 6 (The-orem 6.5). On the other hand, we show in Section 4(Theorem 4.3) that, for a given priority function �with rate� = 1, a PET system with priority function can be constructed such that rate = 1 and suchthat, for all i 2 [1::m],i � (1 + 5=�) � �i:Here, � � 3 is an adjustable parameter that balancesthe tradeo� between the closeness of the approxima-tion of  to �, the total encoding length, and thepacket size.



3.2 De�nition of a probabilistic PET sys-temWe only highlight the di�erences between proba-bilistic and deterministic PET systems. The main dif-ferences are that there is a random string R shared byboth the sender and receiver that is used to encodeand decode messages and a failure probability p > 0:The string R 2 f0; 1gr is used to select an encod-ing/decoding pair (ER; DR) from a family of 2r suchpairs. Once this pair has been selected the encod-ing and decoding is deterministic. The guarantee of aprobabilistic PET system with priority function � isthat, for all messagesM of length m; for all i 2 [1::m];and for any subset of packets that contain in total atleast �i bits, if the function ER was used for the en-coding then with probability at least 1�p the functionDR decodes the ith bit of the message from this subset.The probability is with respect to the uniform distri-bution on the random string R 2 f0; 1gr: We stressthat this probability is not over a particular distri-bution over the messages. For any �xed value of R,an encoding/decoding pair succeeds or fails on certainsubsets of packets, independent of the message.In Section 5 we describe a procedure that, given apriority function � with rate one returns a PET systemthat satis�es a family of failure probability/priorityfunction pairs. These pairs are parameterized by � > 0and for each � the priority function is (1 + �)� andthe failure probability is of the form exp(��2t=16) forsome parameter t: Hence the failure probability dropsexponentially with increasing �: For each � the priorityfunction has rate 1=(1 + �) and hence the parameter� establishes a tradeo� between the rate and the fail-ure probability. The parameter t is used to obtain atradeo� between the con�dence and the e�ciency ofthe PET system. For di�erent values of � the PETsystem only di�ers in the number of packets sent, i.e,in the length of the encoding.4 A PET systemWe describe a general method that takes any givenpriority function � and produces a PET system whichhas a priority function that closely approximates �.The method works by �rst partitioning the messageinto blocks based on the priority function �, and thenusing the partition to implement a PET system basedon erasure codes.In the �rst subsection we describe erasure codes.In the second subsection, we assume we have the par-titioned message and show how to implement a PETsystem based on erasure codes. Finally, we describe

an algorithm that accepts the description of an arbi-trary priority function � and produces a partitionedmessage. The PET system that results from combin-ing these parts has a priority function which closelyapproximates �.4.1 Erasure codes: A basic encoding sys-temAn erasure code is speci�ed by a triple hb; n; wi,where n � b. It encodes a message M of length m =wb into a code E of length e = wn. Both the messageand the code consists of words of length w each. Thecode has the property that all b words of M can berecovered from any b words of E.Descriptions of erasure codes can be found, for ex-ample, in [9, Rabin]. One implementation of erasurecodes is the following. The b words ofM are viewed asthe coe�cients of univariate polynomial of degree b�1over GF[2w]. Call this polynomial G. The jth wordof the code consists of the value of the polynomial Gevaluated at the �eld element j 2 GF[2w]. Since G isof degree b�1, any b words (together with the indicesof the words) uniquely determine G. The message M ,i.e., the coe�cients of G, can be recovered from any bwords by interpolation.This implementation requires that n � 2w, orequivalently that w � log(n): (1)This ensures that there are at least n di�erent ele-ments in the �eld GF[2w] on which to evaluate thepolynomial.4.2 Block systemsThe �rst step in constructing a PET system givena priority function � is to partition the message intoblocks based on �. This �rst step is described in thenext subsection. In this subsection, we show how toimplement a PET system given a partition of the mes-sage. In this and all subsequent constructions, we ig-nore small roundo� errors.De�nition 4.1 (m-partition) An m-partition con-sists of a sequence of positive integershm1; : : : ;mdisuch that Xj2[1::d]mj = m:



Lemma 4.2 Given an m-partition hm1; : : : ;mdi, aPET system with priority function  can be con-structed with the following properties:(i) For all j 2 [1::d], j = dmj .(ii) rate = 1.(iii) The encoding length is e = maxj2[1::d]fjg.(iv) The packet size is ` = dw, where w = log(e) isthe word size.Proof of Lemma 4.2: Let B1; : : : ; Bd be the blocksof M , and thus the length of Bj is mj . The basicidea is to use a separate erasure code for each of the dblocks of the message. The jth erasure code is used toencode Bj into a code Ej consisting of n words, eachof length w, where n and w are �xed below. Thus, Bjconsists of bj = mj=w words. The entire encoding Econsists of n packets of size ` = wd each, where the kthpacket consists of the concatenation, for j 2 [1::d], ofthe kth word from the code Ej . Thus, the code lengthis e = `n. The decoding works in the obvious way.Since we use an erasure code for each block, allbits in the same block have the same priority. Any bjwords of the code Ej su�ce to recover block Bj . Sincethere is one such word in each packet, it follows thatbj packets of E are su�cient to recover Bj . Thus, thepriority of all bits in block Bj isj = `bj = dmj: (2)This proves item (i). Note thatrate = Xj2[1::d]mj=j = 1: (3)This proves item (ii). To ensure that the entire mes-sage can be recovered from all the packets, we needn � maxj2[1::d]fbjg: (4)With the number of packets set to make this anequality, the total encoding length is e = `n =maxj2[1::d]fjg. This proves item (iii). To use the im-plementation of erasure codes described in Section 4.1,we need the word length w to be at least log(n) fromInequality (1). Thus, we can set w = log(e) � log(n).This proves item (iv).In the system described above, each packet needs tocontain an identi�er which is interpreted as the �eldelement value at which the d message blocks consid-ered as polynomials are evaluated. Although this ispart of the packet, we did not include it in the packetsize. The overhead per packet because of this is atmost w bits.

4.3 Partitioning a messageIn this subsection, we show how to construct anm-partition based on a message length m, a priorityfunction � with rate� = 1, and a parameter � � 3.When this m-partition is used to construct a PET sys-tem as described in Lemma 4.2, the priority function of the system is a close approximation of �. Theparameter � is used to balance the tradeo� betweenthe closeness of the approximation of  to �, the totalencoding length, and the packet size.We �rst give the main theorem (Theorem 4.3) andthen give the partitioning lemma (Lemma 4.4) uponwhich the theorem is based.Theorem 4.3 Let � be a priority function withrate� = 1 for messages of length m. There is ane�cient algorithm that, on input �, m, and a value� � 3, produces a PET system with priority function with the following properties:(i) The encoding length e is at most 3�m.(ii) The packet size ` is at most �2 log2(3�m).(iii) For all i 2 [1::m], i � (1 + 5=�) � �i.(iv) rate = 1.Proof of Theorem 4.3: The �rst step is to partitionM based on �, m and � as described in Lemma 4.4.We then use Lemma 4.2 to get the PET system. It iseasy to verify that it has claimed properties.Note that as � increases the closeness of the ap-proximation of  to � improves whereas the encodinglength and the packet size both increase. Little at-tempt is made in the theorem to optimize the mini-mal value � = 3 for which the result holds or the otherabsolute constants associated with �.In practice, the transmission medium dictates thesize `medium of a packet. If ` < `medium then the packetsize of the PET system can be easily scaled up to`medium .Lemma 4.4 Let � be a priority function with rate� =1 for messages of length m. There is an e�cient algo-rithm that, on input �, m, and a value � � 3, producesan m-partition hm1; : : : ;mdi that satis�es the follow-ing properties:(i) maxj2[1::d]fmjg � 3�m=d:



(ii) For all indices i in the jth block Bj , mj � (1 +5=�) � �i=d.(iii) d = �2 log(2�m).Proof of Lemma 4.4: To satisfy part (i) of thelemma, we �rst introduce an intermediate priorityfunction �0. For all i 2 [1::m], let �0i = c0�minf�i; �mg,where 1 � c0 � 1+1=� is a small normalizing constantthat makes rate�0 = 1. Note that for all i,�0i � c0�i: (5)Furthermore, �0m � c0�m � 2�m: (6)We set d = �2 log(2�m), which satis�es part (iii) ofthe lemma. We also set two intermediate parametersc = 1+1=� and k0 = � log(2�m) and de�ne k = d�k0.These parameters are set so as to satisfy the following:ck0 � 2�m: (7)k = d(1� 1=�): (8)Inequality (7) holds for any � � 2. Based on these set-tings of parameters, we then iteratively cut the mes-sage into blocks B1; : : : ; Bd as follows, where ij de-notes the �rst index in block Bj and mj is the lengthof Bj . Suppose that indices i1; : : : ; ij have alreadybeen set. Then ij+1 is set to be the smallest indexgreater than ij that satis�es at least one of the follow-ing two conditions:Condition 1: �0ij+1 > c�0ij :Condition 2: Pij+1i=ij 1=�0i > 1=k:We �rst verify that the entire message is completelypartitioned into the d blocks. From �01 � 1, fromInequality (6), and from Inequality (7), Condition (1)can happen at most k0 times. Because rate�0 = 1,Condition (2) can happen at most k times. Thus, thetotal number of blocks used to partition the entiremessage is at most k + k0 = d.We now derive an upper bound on the number mjof bits in block Bj . By Condition (1), for all i 2 Bj ,�0i � c�0ij . By considering the worst case, i.e., whenthis is equality for all i 2 Bj , and using Condition(2), it follows that mj � c�0ij=k. From this and fromInequality (5), it follows that, for all indices i in blockBj , mj � c � (d=k) � �0ij=d � c � (d=k) � �0i=d� c0 � c � (d=k) � �i=d: (9)

Note that c0 � 1 + 1=�, c = 1 + 1=�, and d=k �1=(1�1=�), It can be easily shown that, for all � � 3,(1 + 1=�)2=(1� 1=�) � 1 + 5=�: (10)From this inequality, and from Inequality (9), it can beseen that for all indices i in Bj , mj � (1+ 5=�) � �i=d.This satis�es part (ii) of the lemma.Because mj � c � (d=k) � �0ij=d from Inequality (9),and because �0ij � �0m � c0�m from Inequality (6), itfollows thatmaxj2[1::d]fmjg � c0 � c � (d=k) ��m=d:Thus, from Inequality (10), and because � � 3 impliesthat 1 + 5=� � 3, it follows that maxj2[1::d]fmjg �3�m, proving part (i) of the lemma.5 A probabilistic PET systemErasure codes, as described in Section 4.1 and usedin the deterministic PET system in Section 4.2, arespeci�ed by a triple hb; n; wi. Recovering the messageM of lengthm = wb requires the interpolation of poly-nomial of degree b�1 over GF[2w], and for large valuesof b and w this may turn out to be impractical. In thissection we briey describe a probabilistic PET systemthat is based on probabilistic erasure codes. Thesecodes allow a smaller word size and smaller degreepolynomials. The idea is to break the message into�xed size pieces, called bundles, of t < b words each.The encoding is probabilistic in the sense that givenany (1+�)b words of the code a bundle of the messagecan be decoded with some probability depending on�: However, the decoding of a bundle involves only theinterpolation of a degree t�1 polynomial over GF[2w]:A straightforward method to do this is to choose theencoding such that for all j 2 [1::n] with probability1=b the jth word of the encoding is the ith word of themessage, i.e., t = 1:This method contains some ideas and features ofthe probabilistic erasure code eventually developed.For example, the expected number of encoding wordsnecessary to get the ith message word is b: However,it has several aws including the following two re-lated drawbacks. With probability (1 � 1=b)(1+�)b �exp(�(1 + �)) more than (1 + �)b encoding words arenecessary to get the ith message word. Hence the vari-ance is high and the probability of not getting the ith



message word drops to 1=b only after 
(b log b) encod-ing words have been received.Secondly, the case that all message words are re-ceived corresponds exactly to the classical coupon col-lecting problem. Hence the expected number of en-coding words necessary to receive all message wordsis 
(b log b); i.e., the encoding must have length
(m logm) instead of linear length.To overcome these problems we combine thismethod with erasure codes. Let t > 1 be the sizeof a bundle and let U1; : : : ; Ub=t; be the partition ofthe message M into bundles. A bundle Ui is viewedas the coe�cients of a polynomial Gi of degree t � 1over GF[2w]. The rth word of the code E is chosenas follows. An index ir 2 f1; : : : ; b=tg and an elementsr 2 GF[2w] are chosen uniformly at random, andcode word Er is set to Gir(sr):Given a set of (1 + �)b � n words of E, a �xedbundle Ui can be recovered from this set if it containsthe value of Gi at t di�erent elements of GF[2w]. Us-ing Cherno�-bounds (e.g., see [2, Alon, Spencer]), thefollowing lemma is easy to prove.Lemma 5.1 Let 1 � � > 2=(� � 2): For all mes-sages M; any �xed bundle Ui and any �xed set of(1+ �)b � n words of the encoding, with probability atleast 1� exp(��2t=16) the bundle Ui of M can be re-covered from these code words. The probability is overthe random choices of the bundles and �eld elements.Choosing for each code word a bundle and a �eldelement uniformly at random requires a lot of trulyrandom bits. Using the construction of (; k)-independent random variables given in [1, AGHP], andusing the analysis given in [5, EGLNV], the numberof random bits required by the probabilistic erasurecodes can be reduced signi�cantly. The details of thismethod are described in the full paper.Replacing deterministic erasure codes by proba-bilistic erasure codes, we obtain a probabilistic ver-sion of Lemma 4.2. Combining this with Lemma 4.4,we obtain the following probabilistic version of Theo-rem 4.3.Theorem 5.2 Let � be a priority function withrate� = 1 for messages of length m. There is an e�-cient algorithm that, on input �, m, a pair of integershw; ti; satisfying 2w � � � t; � � 2; and value � � 3produces a PET system such for each � 2 (2=(��2); 1]the system has a pair of priority function/failure prob-ability ((�); p(�)) with the following properties:(i) The encoding length e is at most 3(1 + �)�m.(ii) The packet size ` is at most �2 log(2�m)w.

(iii) For all i 2 [1::m], i(�) � (1 + �)(1 + 5=�) � �i.(iv) rate = 1=(1 + �).(v) The failure probability p = p(�) satis�esp(�) � exp(��2t=16):As in Theorem 4.3 the parameter � balances the trade-o� between the closeness of the priority function  to�; the total encoding length, and the packet size. Theparameter � balances the tradeo� between the total en-coding length and the range for which a precise state-ment about the con�dence function can be made. Thepair of parameters hw; ti balance a tradeo� betweenthe e�ciency of the encoding and decoding processesand how fast the con�dence function p decreases withincreasing �:6 Inherent limits of PET systemsIn this section we describe some of the inherentlimitations of PET systems. We start with a sketchof the bound on the rate of any PET system. LetE � fE(M ) j M 2 f0; 1gmg denote an arbitrary sub-set of the encodings sent by the system. A PET en-coding E = hE1; : : : ; Eni 2 �f0; 1g`�n has length eand is broken into n = e=` packets of size `. Hence, itcan be viewed as a point in the n dimensional latticeZn where each coordinate lies between 0 and 2` � 1.The set of encodings E can be viewed as a set of suchpoints.De�nition 6.1 For each q 2 [1::n] we de�ne the fol-lowing measure of E :Vq(E) = 0B@ Y~t2(nq) jE~tj1CA 1(n�1q�1) :Here E~t denotes the projection of E onto the dimen-sions ~t, where ~t 2 �nq� is any q of the n dimensions.Lemma 6.2an � V1(E) � V2(E) � : : : � Vn(E) = jEj:This lemma is an extension of a result given in [7,Loomis, Whitney]. A similar generalization was pre-viously proved in [3, Ben-Or, Linial].



De�nition 6.3 Let E = E0 �[ E1 and let b = 0 onE0 and b = 1 on E1. For ~t 2 �nq�, we say that thecoordinates ~t determines b if E0~t �[ E1~t is a partition ofE~t.Lemma 6.4 If every q coordinates determines the bitb, then there is a setting of b 2 f0; 1g for whichVq(Eb) � 2�n=q � Vq(E):Theorem 6.5 For any PET with priority function �,rate� � 1.Proof of Theorem 6.5: LetE � fE(M ) j M 2 f0; 1gmgdenote the set of encodings associated with messagessent by the PET system. For all i 2 [1::m], let qi =�i=` denote the number of packets needed to deter-mine the message bit Mi in the PET system. For anysequence of hb1 � � �bii of i bits, let Eb1���bi denote the setof encodings possible subject toM1 = b1; : : : ;Mi = bi.Let ~t 2 �nqi� denote any qi of the n packets. LetEb1���bi�10 �[ Eb1���bi�11 be the partition of Eb1���bi�1based on whether Mi is 0 or 1. Since the value ofMi is determined by the values of the packets in ~t,it follows that Eb1���bi�10~t �[ Eb1���bi�11~t is a partition ofEb1���bi�1~t .Applying Lemma 6.2 followed by Lemma 6.4 in se-quence m times, and using q1 � q2 � : : : � qm andn=qi = e=�i, it follows that there is a setting hb1 � � � bmifor the message M such that2e � Vq1 (E)� 2e=�1 � Vq1 (Eb1)� 2e=�1 � Vq2 (Eb1)� 2e=�22e=�1 � Vq2 (Eb1b2)...� 2Pi2[1::m] e=�i � Vqm (Eb1b2:::bm )� 2Pi2[1::m] e=�i � jEb1b2:::bm jNote that jEb1b2:::bm j � 1, because there is an en-coding E 2 E sent when the message is �xed toM = hb1b2 : : : bmi. This givese � Xi2[1::m] e=�i = e � rate�

The lower bound for the probabilistic case and itsproof are similar.Theorem 6.6 For any probabilistic PET system withpriority function � and failure probability p, rate� �1=(1� p).6.1 A lower bound on the packet sizeTheorem 6.7 Consider a system that encodes mes-sages of length b into codes of length e with packet size`, so that any �=` of the packets determines the entiremessage. Then ` � log(e=�) �O((e=�)2�b).There are two corollaries of Theorem 6.7. For era-sure codes, � = b and ` = w, because any b=` of thepackets determines the entire message and the wordlength is w. Therefore, for any erasure code (not justthose using polynomials), the word length w must beat least log(e=b) �O((e=b)2�b).Secondly, consider a priority function � with theproperty that e1�� bits of the code determines at leastlog(e) bits of the message, i.e. �log(e) � e1��. Theo-rem 6.7 implies that a PET system with such a priorityfunction � requires packets of size at least` � log(e=�) �O((e=�)2�b) � � log(e) � 1:Acknowledgment: We thank Celina Albanese forhelping to clarify the presentation in this paper. Wealso thank Richard Karp for help in the proofs of Sec-tion 6.References[1] N. Alon, O. Goldreich, J. Hastad, R. Peralta,Simple constructions of almost k-wise indepen-dent random variables, Random Structures andAlgorithms, 3(3) (1992), pp. 289-304.[2] N. Alon, J. H. Spencer, The probabilistic method,John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1992.[3] M. Ben-Or, N. Linial, Collective coin ipping,Randomness and Computation, S. Micali ed.,Academic Press, New York, 1989, pp. 91-115.[4] E. W. Biersack, Performance evaluation of for-ward error correction in an ATM enviroment,Journal of Selected Areas in Communication,11(2)(1993), pp. 631-640.
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